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DURHAM COUNTY COUNCIL 
 
 

At a Meeting of Standing Advisory Council on Religious Education (SACRE) held in 
Committee Room 1B, County Hall, Durham on Thursday 6 March 2014 at 1.30 pm 

 
 

Present: 
 

Canon L Burton (Chairman) In the Chair 

 

 
 Church of England 
 Revd. J Jewsbury 

 
 Other Religious Denominations and Faiths 
 N Barker - The Salvation Army 
 S Brown - Assemblies of God 
 W Gray - Buddhism 
 J Kidd - Methodist Church 
 I Osborne - Roman Catholic 
 Bhakti Rasa Dasa - Hinduism 
 C Spencer - Bahá’í Faith 

 
 Teachers Associations 
 S Baker - NUT 
 A Hartley - NASUWT 
 S Lupton - RE Curriculum Group 

 
 County Council Representatives 
 Councillor M Dixon 

 
 Specialist Inspector (Religious Education) 
 Isobel Short 

 
1 Introductions, Welcome and Apologies  

 
The Chairman welcomed everyone to the meeting. 
 
Apologies were received from V Bain, J Bainbridge, Councillor J Blakey, C 
Callaghan, V Gallant, Councillor S Iveson, D Mowbray-Pape, J Nicholls, J Pallister, 
I Hunter Smart and P Welch. 
 
The Chairman advised Members that D Sadlik and J Katsambis had both tendered 
their resignation. The Chairman would send a thank you card on behalf of SACRE 
to both members. 
 
Members were also advised that V Gallant would replace D Sadlik as the Judaism 
representative and that SACRE now had a Quaker representative who is J Nicholls. 
 

Agenda Item 2
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2 Declarations of Interest  
 
There were no declarations of interest in relation to items of business on the 
agenda. 
 

3 Minutes  
 
The minutes of the meeting held on 7 November 2013, were agreed as a correct 
record and signed by the Chairman, subject to some minor grammatical changes 
and the insertion of ‘additional SACRE’ to the top of page 3 so that it reads cost for 
the time of additional SACRE monitoring. 
 

4 Matters Arising  
 
The Chairman referred to the meeting which was held between Councillor Dixon, 
Miss Bainbridge, Canon Burton, Isobel Short (The Specialist Inspector for Religious 
Education) and Phil Hodgson (Strategic Manager Support and Development). At 
this meeting they discussed the 9 days of The Specialist Inspector’s time for 
SACRE which did not include SACRE’s annual report which was a statutory 
obligation. 
 
They also discussed at the meeting the possibility of SACRE writing the report 
which the Chairman rejected as it needed to be a professional document, as it was 
in the public domain which would be under the Durham County Council banner. It 
was suggested that the SACRE annual report be submitted to Cabinet and that they 
needed to speak to the Portfolio Holder for Children and Young People’s Services. 
 
The Specialist Inspector for Religious Education indicated that she did not think it 
was Phil Hodgson’s intention that no monitoring of primary schools would take 
place and indicated that some sample monitoring could take place for a short period 
of time through Education Development Service if requested by the RE Inspector.  
 
The Chairman indicated that her recollection was that giving the large number of 
primary schools, monitoring of primary schools had to be ongoing and this 
information would be needed for the annual report. 
 
W Gray suggested that Primary Monitoring for SACRE could also be built into the 
service. She also suggested that rather than focus on funding, the Task Group look 
more at the service. They had been allocated 9 days per year of time from the 
Specialist Inspector for Religious Education for SACRE, no primary monitoring and 
the Annual report could be written by the Inspector as a Cabinet report. The next 
task group meeting they could look at how they could support the Education 
Development Service and find a way forward. 
 
Councillor Dixon suggested that he and the Specialist Inspector for Religious 
Education work together to find some appropriate wording for this section of the 
account of the meeting. 
 
C Spencer sought clarification on the number of requests which had been received 
for withdrawal from Religious Education.  
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The Specialist Inspector for Religious Education responded that she had not 
received any requests since the last meeting. 
 

5 Presentation from a Member of the Humanist Society  
 
The Chairman advised Members that this item would be considered at the next 
SACRE meeting. 
 

6 Chair's and Vice Chair's Comments  
 
The Chairman advised SACRE Members that the PGCE course in Religious 
Education that she teaches at Durham University is to be closed and the current 
students would be the final ones. 
 
She read out a letter to SACRE Members which she had had published in the 
Church Times on the cessation of the course.  
 
SACRE members discussed in detail the impact of the course no longer being 
offered and it was suggested that SACRE send a letter of protest to various 
organisations. 
 
The Specialist Inspector for Religious Education reminded SACRE members that 
the remit of SACRE is to advise the local authority on matters relating to RE and 
collective worship and they needed to ensure they did not go beyond this remit. She 
did say that the removal of the course would have an implication for Durham 
schools but more research would need to be done in the future to confirm this. 
 
She suggested that SACRE could ask about the qualifications of teachers in 
Durham schools to ascertain the quality of training and advise the Local Authority. 
 
The Chairman advised SACRE Members that she and Councillor Dixon had met 
with the Portfolio Holder for Children and Young People’s Services to discuss the 
annual SACRE report being submitted to Cabinet. 
 
Councillor Dixon discussed the outcome of the meeting with Members, in particular 
that the annual report should be submitted to Cabinet from a Council Officer rather 
than the Specialist Inspector. The Portfolio Holder for Children and Young People’s 
Services had indicated that he would discuss the issues with the Head of Education 
but the decision would be made by the Corporate Director of Children and Adults 
Services. 
 
W Gray suggested that the next Task Group meeting should discuss the SACRE 
Development Plan and the feedback from the Portfolio Holder be incorporated into 
this meeting.  
 

7 Where Did AT1 and AT2 Go?  
 
Isobel Short gave members a presentation on Where did AT1 and AT2 Go? (for 
copy of slides, see file of minutes). 
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The Chairman thanked The Specialist Inspector for Religious Education for her very 
informative presentation and gave SACRE Members an opportunity to ask 
questions. 
 
Resolved: That the presentation be noted. 
 

8 Enquiry Project and Interfaith Conference  
 
The Specialist Inspector for Religious Education presented the circulated interim 
report on the Enquiry Project and Interfaith Conference and advised members that 
they were now moving forward to the next phase of the project where schools 
would meet up and visit faith communities outside the region (for copy see file of 
minutes). 
 
Paul Welch had taken on a lot of the day to day management of the project and 
would be running the next meeting. 
 
SACRE members who had attended the Interfaith Conference gave very positive 
feedback on the conference. 
 
The Chairman asked if the children involved in the project would be in attendance 
at a future SACRE meeting as indicated in the minutes of the meeting held on 7 
November 2014. 
 
The Specialist Inspector for Religious Education responded that she could look into 
the possibility of a presentation by the children at a future SACRE meeting. 
 

9 RE Inspector Report  
 
The Specialist Inspector for Religious Education presented the circulated report 
which was a summary of the support in RE provided by the RE Inspector since 
September 2013 (for copy see file of minutes). 
 
Resolved: That the report be noted. 
 

10 Date of the next meeting  
 
The next meeting of SACRE would be held on 5 June 2014. 
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Durham SACRE 
 

The RE Inspector Reports 
 

A summary of some of the support in RE provided by the RE Inspector, Isobel Short, since the 
last SACRE meeting in March 2014.  Also, a brief overview of national developments. 
 

Leading RE Course 
 
The second day of the Primary RE Co-ordinators’ course was held in May with 11 delegates 
(the first was held in October 2013).  The course has particular focused on writing a policy, 
evaluating provision of RE and development planning. 
 
The teachers were a joy to work with and have come up with an excellent plan for future 
collaborative work around the monitoring of RE.  As such, a task group is being set up to meet 
regularly, plan together and discuss findings.  This could provide very useful information for 
SACRE in terms of their role in monitoring of RE and providing advice and support to the Local 
Authority (LA) and schools. 
 

Year 6/7 Bridging Unit 
 
I have produced detailed overview and lesson planning with some resources on our statutory 
Year 6 unit “So What Do we Now Know about Christianity?”  The idea is that schools deliver this 
to bring together learning across the primary school on Christianity as well as introducing pupils 
to the RE Concepts (Belief, Authority, Expressions of Belief, Impact of Belief).  This will provide 
a foundation for secondary colleagues to build on.  The planning materials will be put on the 
Local Authority Education Portal for schools and they will also be handed out at networks this 
term. 
 
The Year 7 statutory unit is “How do the RE Concepts help us Understand Religion”.  Some 
secondary colleagues have planned to further develop pupil knowledge on Christianity in this 
unit.  Others are studying a different religious tradition or a variety of religions for each concept.  
I will continue to encourage partner schools to contact each other about this work so that there 
is real continuity of RE learning for our children. 
 

RE Networks 
 
As part of the Service Level Agreement between schools and Durham’s Education 
Development Service (EDS), teachers of RE can attend free networks. 
 
• Networks for this term (primary, secondary, special) take place in July. 
• 14 teachers attended the Spring term secondary network (March). 
• Items explored: 

o specialist teaching and future CPD needs 
o different ways to deliver Key Stage 4 statutory RE; colleagues discussed the 

advantages and disadvantages of a variety of models in order to help them make 
decisions about delivery in their own schools 

o using story to enable students to ask questions and develop reasoned and informed 
opinions 

o Karenza Passmore from NERLRC informed us of new resources to match to the 
Durham Agreed Syllabus. 

• The special school network (February) only had 1 attendee but I worked with him to produce 
long term planning to meet the needs of his school. 

• Networks will be offered each term next year. 

Agenda Item 7
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• We have a growing number of delegates attending the secondary network from schools 
outside the LA – Sunderland, Darlington, Newcastle. 

 
Contracts 
 
Schools continue to request Inspector/Adviser time to support the development of RE.  I am 
currently working with several primary and secondary schools, particularly around the planning 
of RE units to implement the Agreed Syllabus.  Some of these school contracts are very long 
(20 hours) so will extend into next term. 
 

Enquiry Project 
 
This is the main development project in RE this year in Durham.  Please see separate agenda 
item. 
 

National Developments 
 
GCSE and A Level Reform 
 
Michael Gove announced in April reforms to GCSE and A level for non-EBACC as well as 
EBACC subjects.  RE will, therefore, be reformed for first teaching in September 2016.  The 
Religious Education Council (REC) has established a qualifications committee to work in 
partnership with the awarding organisations and the DfE in delivering these reforms.  The REC 
has also set up a qualification reference group to provide opportunities for consultation with 
representatives from religious communities in relation to these qualifications.  Further details are 
available on the REC website: www.religiouseducationcouncil.org.uk  
 
Regional Strategy for RE 
 
The REC published their review of RE in October 2013.  This contained a non-statutory 
framework for RE and also several recommendations for the future of RE.  One of these 
recommendations was to “ensure that there are more robust arrangements for training and 
supporting teachers of RE”.  The review suggests that regional hubs are set up no enable 
communications between teachers and various stakeholders and to become regional centres of 
CPD (for teachers who are not able to benefit from SACREs).  As a result of this, a strategy of 
regional support has been set up by NATRE, REC and Culham St Gabriel’s.  Regions have 
been invited to apply for some pilot funding.  I have met with Karenza Passmore (Director of 
NERLRC) and Natalie Chapman (CofE Diocesan RE Advisor) to discuss initial ideas and ways 
in which we can co-ordinate our support of RE more effectively.  This strategy may be 
something for Durham SACRE to discuss and explore further. 
 
APPG on RE 
 
The APPG on RE remains active and continues to raise profile of RE nationally.  They have 
recently collected evidence (through 3 oral sessions) and published a summary report on the 
way RE can contribute to good community relations.  The role of LAs, SACREs and ASCs are 
highlighted throughout.  Please see attached report. 
 
NERLRC  North East Religious Learning Resources Centre 
REC  Religious Education Council 
NATRE  National Association of Teachers of RE 
APPG  All party Parliamentary Group 
CPD  Continuing Professional Development 
EBACC  English Baccalaureate 
ASC  Agreed Syllabus Conference 
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A. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF LAW AND POLICY 

B. LEARNING IN RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
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4)-10*,(.,)*"',*"*&661(,"71("BE<"M#>BE*".04"#M>*

!""#33"31$.3".&,:1(',')*"6(18'4)"*6)$'.3'*,"*&661(,",1
M#>BE*".04"#M>*",1")0.;3)",:)-",1"-)),",:)'("
*,.,&,1(+"4&,')*

!""M#>BE*".04"#M>*"$133.;1(.,)".,"31$.3K()5'10.3"3)8)3*
,1")0:.0$)",:)'(")77)$,'8)0)**<"'0$3&4'05",:)"*:.('05"17"
5114"6(.$,'$)"10"-10',1('05".04")8.3&.,'05",:)'("21(/

!""M#>BE*W".00&.3"()61(,*<"'0$3&4'05",:)'("$10,(';&,'10
,1"$1--&0',+"$1:)*'10<".()".0.3+*)4".04",:)"
A04'05*"6&;3'*:)4"

!""N:)"?7E"1;,.'0*")8'4)0$)"10"$1--&0',+"()3.,'10*";+
$1--'**'10'05"."0)2"*&(8)+",1"6.(.33)3",:)"X6*1*"
]1('"LRII"'08)*,'5.,'10"17"$1--&0',+"$1:)*'10".04"
@()8)0,S"'0"*$:113*

!""#33"*$:113".04"$133)5)"*)0'1("3).4)(*:'6",).-*"PM9N*Q
.7A(-"*,.77K*,&4)0,K"$1--&0',+"'4)0,',')*"'0",:)"
$10,)=,"17"-&3,'C7.',:"F(',.'0"

!""M9N*")8.3&.,)",:)'(")%&.3',')*"613'$+".04"6(.$,'$)"'0
,:)"3'5:,"17",:)"̀()3'5'10".04";)3')7 W"()%&'()-)0,"17"
,:)"@&;3'$"M)$,1("E%&.3',+"?&,+"PLRIRQ

!""M$:113*".04"BE"1(5.0'*.,'10*"*:.()")=.-63)*"17
5114"6(.$,'$)"'0"6(1-1,'05")%&.3',')*<"6.(,'$&3.(3+"
2',:"()5.(4",1"()3'5'10".04";)3')7

!""9V,>"$.0"*&661(,"$1--&0',+"()3.,'10*",:(1&5:",:)
'08138)-)0,"17"31$.3"7.',:".04";)3')7"$1--&0',')*

!""N:)"&*)"17"*.$()4"*6.$)U<",:(1&5:")0%&'(+C;.*)4<
6.(,'$'6.,'8)"3).(0'05<"$.0"6(1-1,)")77)$,'8)"
3).(0'05".;1&,".04"7(1-"()3'5'10*".04"21(348')2*<5"
$10,(';&,)",1"6&6'3*W"*6'(',&.3<"-1(.3<"*1$'.3".04"
$&3,&(.3"4)8)316-)0,<".04"$:.33)05)"0)5.,'8)"
*,)()1,+6)*

!""M#>BE*"*&661(,"3).(0'05"1&,*'4)",:)"$3.**(11-"'0
,:)'("31$.3',+<"'0$3&4'05",(.'0'05".04"*&661(,"71(":1*,"
$1--&0',')*"2:)()"0)$)**.(+

!""M#>BE*"*&661(,",:)'("*$:113*"'0",:)"&*)"17"8'*',1(*
,1"$3.**(11-*"

!""N).$:)(*"'0".33"6:.*)*".04".33",+6)*"17"*$:113*"-./)
9V,>".0"'0,)5(.3"6.(,"17",:)'("BE"$&(('$&3&-

SACREs and Agreed Syllabus Conferences (ASCs)

Law and Policy

Learning Outside the Classroom (LOtC)
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C. TEACHING RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

6"REsilience"'*"."6(17)**'10.3"4)8)316-)0,"6(15(.--)<"-.0.5)4";+",:)"BE><",1":)36"'0$().*)",).$:)(*W"$10A4)0$)"2:)0".44()**'05"$10,)0,'1&*"'**&)*<
6.(,'$&3.(3+"2:)()"*&$:"'**&)*".()"*1-),'-)*"&*)4",1"D&*,'7+")=,()-'*-".04"8'13)0$)H"
7":,,6JKK()3'5'1&*)4&$.,'10$1&0$'3H1(5H&/K-)4'.KA3)K@(.$,'$)e>14)e71(eN).$:)(*e17eBEH647

"8":,,6JKK222H,:)()4'()$,1(+H1(5H&/K6461(,.3

"9":,,6JKK222H()103'0)H1(5H&/"

!""@.(,'$'6.,'10"17"+1&05"6)163)"'0"'0,)($&3,&(.3<"$(1**C
*$:113"'0','.,'8)*"6(1-1,)*"4))6)("&04)(*,.04'05<"
-).0'057&3"'0,)(.$,'10<"()*6)$,"71("4'77)()0$)".04"
)0.;3)*",:)-",1".44()**"$10,(18)(*'.3"'**&)*

!""X0','.,'8)*",1"6(1-1,)"Wd1&,:"f1'$)W":.8)";))0
*&$$)**7&3"'0")0:.0$'05"$1--&0',+"()3.,'10*"

!""X0,)(C".04"'0,(.C()3'5'1&*"$10\'$,*".04"()3'5'1&*3+
-1,'8.,)4")=,()-'*-")='*,".04"*$:113*"$.0")=631()"
,:)*)"'**&)*"'0"BE

!""BE"6(17)**'10.3*"&*)")='*,'05"1(5.0'*.,'10*"P*&$:".*
STT<"T.$)",1"T.',:".04",:)"M$:113*"9'0/'05"Z),21(/Q"
,1"6(1-1,)"'0,)($&3,&(.3"4'.315&)".04"3'0/*";),2))0"
*$:113*<"1("4)8)316",:)'("120H"N:'*"71$&*)*"10"
3).(0'05".04"'0$3&4)*",).$:)(*".04"*,&4)0,*"'0"3105C
,)(-"$133.;1(.,'10<"2',:"*&661(,"7(1-"518)(01(*".04"
6.()0,*

!""N:)"BE>",1"&64.,)"',*"REsilience"-.,)('.3*6",1"'0$3&4)
()*1&($)*"10"'0,(.C()3'5'1&*"$10\'$,<",:)"*1$'1C
613','$.3"4'-)0*'10*"17"()3'5'10*".04"21(348')2*<"
.0,'CM)-','*-".04"X*3.-16:1;'.H

!""BE"6(17)**'10.3*",1"21(/".3105*'4)"$133).5&)*"'0
1,:)("$&(('$&3&-".().*",1"7&(,:)("4)8)316"6&6'3*W"
*/'33*"17"$(','$.3")0%&'(+".04"-)4'."3',)(.$+".04",:)'("
&04)(*,.04'05"17":&-.0"('5:,*".04"5)01$'4)*

!""#33"BE"1(5.0'*.,'10*")=631()"2.+*"'0"2:'$:",:)+
$.0"6(18'4)",(.'0'05".04"*&661(,"71(",:)'("-)-;)(*"
10"$1--&0',+"()3.,'10*".04":12",:)+"$.0"*:.()"
5114"6(.$,'$)".04"()*).($:"A04'05*

!""#33"BE"1(5.0'*.,'10*"6(1-1,)",:)"BE>">14)
17"@(.$,'$)<7",:)"@?"@1(,.3<",:)")C_.04;11/8".04"
BEJVZ9XZE9",1"'0$().*)"*,.77"*)0*','8',+<"$10A4)0$)"
.04"$1-6),)0$)"'0",).$:'05".;1&,"()3'5'10*".04"
21(348')2*

!""N:)"0)2"BE":&;*"$10*'4)("6('1(','*'05"$1--&0',+
()3.,'10*"'0",:)'("6(17)**'10.3"*&661(,"71(",).$:)(*"
.04"3)$,&()(*"'0"TE

!""N).$:)(*"4)8)316",:)'("&04)(*,.04'05"17"*1$'.3"-)4'.
.04",:)"'0,)(0),".04",:)"$:.33)05)*".04"
1661(,&0',')*",:)+";('05",1",).$:'05"BE

!""BE",).$:)(*"'0$().*)",:)'("&04)(*,.04'05"17
531;.3'*.,'10".04"',*"'-6.$,"10"$1--&0',+"()3.,'10*

!""N).$:)(*".()"*&661(,)4"'0",:)'("6(17)**'10.3
)05.5)-)0,"2',:"$:.05'05"6.,,)(0*"17"()3'5'10*".04"
21(348')2*

!""BE".48'*)(*".04",).$:)(*"3).4"'0C*$:113"6(17)**'10.3
4)8)316-)0,"10"&04)(*,.04'05"31$.3"$1--&0',')*<"
,:(1&5:"*,(&$,&()4"8'*',*".04"8'*',1(*H

 

!""X,"'*",:(1&5:"*/'33*".04".,,',&4)*<"01,"D&*,"$10,)0,<",:.,
BE"$.0"6(1-1,)"16)0C-'04)40)**".04".0"'071(-)4"
6)(*6)$,'8)"10"()3'5'10*".04"21(348')2*

!""@.,,)(0*"17";)3')7<"6(.$,'$)".04".4:)()0$)".()
$:.05'05"31$.33+<"0.,'10.33+".04"531;.33+"'0"2.+*",:.,"
0))4",1";)"()\)$,)4"'0",:)"BE"$&(('$&3&-

!""N:)()"'*"."̀()3'5'1&*"3',)(.$+"5.6W"2:'$:"*$:113*
$.0":)36".44()**";+",).$:'05".;1&,"()3'5'10*".04"
21(348')2*

!""d1&05"6)163)W*"*1&($)*".04"&*)"17"'071(-.,'10":.8)
$:.05)4";)$.&*)"17"*1$'.3"-)4'.".04",:)"'0,)(0),

    EVIDENCE             DESIRED OUTCOMES

    EVIDENCE             DESIRED OUTCOMES

Intercultural education

!"#$%&'()#*(+,'-+.%/.

Professional development
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The APPG:""N:)"#33"@.(,+"@.(3'.-)0,.(+"O(1&6"10"B)3'5'1&*"E4&$.,'10"2.*")*,.;3'*:)4"'0"LRILH""X,*"6&(61*)"'*",1"
6(18'4)"."-)4'&-",:(1&5:"2:'$:"6.(3'.-)0,.('.0*".04"1(5.0'*.,'10*"2',:".0"'0,)()*,"'0"()3'5'1&*")4&$.,'10"$.0"4'*$&**"
,:)"$&(()0,"6(18'*'10"17"()3'5'1&*")4&$.,'10<"6()**"71("$10,'0&1&*"'-6(18)-)0,<"6(1-1,)"6&;3'$"&04)(*,.04'05".04"
.481$.,)"('51(1&*")4&$.,'10"71(")8)(+"+1&05"6)(*10"'0"()3'5'1&*".04"010"()3'5'1&*"21(34"8')2*H

Oral evidence was provided by: "?);1(.:"Y)*,10<"M:.(10"9.-;)(,<"#'*3'05">1:0<"?("b&3'."X65(.8)<"
b.0)">:'66)(,10<"@(17"#4.-"?'0:.-["_)3)0"_.(('*10<"?("].('&*"T)34)(:17<"@.,('$'."_.00.-<"#3'+."
#G.-<"#3.*,.'("B1**<"?.8'4"B.8)0C_'33["d1&05"#-;.**.41(*"71("BE"7(1-"N:)"B)4:'33"#$.4)-+"P_.00.:"
]1(3)+<"B+.0"_&,$:'05*<">:.(31,,)"_.(,CM:.2<"b./)">:.63'0".04"_133+"Y.3/)(Q<"9)*3)+"@('1(<"
?("Z1(-.0"B'$:.(4*10<"B1;'0"B'$:.(4*10<"B)84"O.((+"Z).8)<"b.-')"F.(,3),,H

Written evidence was received from: F(','*:"_&-.0'*,"#**1$'.,'10["?))*:.">:.4:.<"
>:'0-.+."]'**'10<"cg["@(17H"B1;)(,"b.$/*10["9.-;),:"M#>BE["9)2'*:.-"M#>BE["]&3;)((+"M$:113["
Z.,'10.3"M6'(',&.3"#**)-;3+"17",:)"F.:hWi*"17",:)"c0',)4"g'0541-["B'.G"B.8.,<"M,"@:'3'6^*">)0,()<"
9)'$)*,)( ["?("9+00"B)8)33<">.0,)(;&(+">:('*,">:&($:"c0'8)(*',+["?("F.(;.(."Y'0,)(*5'33["?("b1:0"Y'*)<"
Z.,'10.3">1&0$'3"17"T.',:".04"F)3')7*"'0"T&(,:)("E4&$.,'10H

N:'*"()61(,"2.*"2(',,)0";+"?("b1+$)"]'33)("2:1"$11(4'0.,)4",:)"'0%&'(+"10";):.37"17",:)"#@@O"10"BEH

!"">.0"M#>BE*".04"#M>*"$10,'0&)",1";)"8'.;3)"5'8)0",:.,".0"'0$().*'05"6(161(,'10"17"*$:113*"01
3105)("$1-)"&04)(",:)'("()-',j

!""_12"$.0"BE"21(/"-1()"$31*)3+"2',:"1,:)("*&;D)$,".().*".04"$&(('$&3&-"'0','.,'8)*",1".$:')8)
*:.()4".'-*"71("'-6(18'05"$1--&0',+"()3.,'10*j"Y:.,"1,:)("6.(,0)(*:'6*"$.0";)"4)8)316)4",1"
-./)",:'*":.66)0")77)$,'8)3+j

!""_12"$.0"BE"6(17)**'10.3*":)36",1")0*&()",:.,",:)"2:13)"*$:113"),:1*"*&661(,*"6&6'3*W"*6'(',&.3<
-1(.3<"*1$'.3".04"$&3,&(.3"4)8)316-)0,".04"6(1,)$,*")%&.3',')*"'0"()3.,'10",1"()3'5'10".04";)3')7j

!""_12"$.0"3).(0'05".;1&,"()3'5'10*".04"21(348')2*";)"-.4)"-1()"'0,)()*,'05".04"()3)8.0,"71("6&6'3*
17"̀01"()3'5'10Wj

!""_12"$.0",:)"BE"$1--&0',+"$133.;1(.,)"2',:".04";),,)("*&661(,"$133).5&)*"'0",:)"T&(,:)(
E4&$.,'10"*)$,1(<"2:)()",:)()"'*"01"*,.,&,1(+"()%&'()-)0,",1",).$:"BE",1"61*,CIk"*,&4)0,*j"

!""_12"7.("41)*"BE".44()**"'**&)*"17"*1$'1C)$101-'$"'0)%&.3',+j""_12"'-61(,.0,"'*",:'*"'0"4)8)316'05
*1$'.3"$1:)*'10j"

!""_12"$.0",:)"21(/"17",:)">1&0$'3"17"E&(16)"10",:)"()3'5'1&*".04"010C()3'5'1&*"4'-)0*'10*"17
'0,)($&3,&(.3")4&$.,'10";)"-1()"2'4)3+"/0120".04"&*)4"'0"E053.04".04"Y.3)*j""

!""N:)"Ilmm"E4&$.,'10"B)71(-"#$,"()%&'()*"*$:113*",1"$10,(';&,)",12.(4*",:)"*6'(',&.3<"-1(.3".04
$&3,&(.3"4)8)316-)0,"17"$:'34()0"and society."">.0"&06.$/'05",:.,"6:(.*)"6(18'4)"."(.,'10.3)"71("
.04"."-).0*";+"2:'$:"*$:113*"$.0"21(/"-1()")77)$,'8)3+"2',:".04"10";):.37"17",:)'("$1--&0',')*j

REMAINING QUESTIONS

N:)"*)$(),.('.,"71(",:)"#33"@.(,+"@.(3'.-)0,.(+"O(1&6"10"BE"'*"6(18'4)4";+",:)"
B)3'5'1&*"E4&$.,'10">1&0$'3"17"E053.04".04"Y.3)*

N:)"21(/"71(",:'*"'0%&'(+":.*";))0"-.4)"61**';3)",:(1&5:"A0.0$'.3"*&661(,"7(1-",:)">&3:.-"M,"O.;(')3*"N(&*,".04",:)"
_1$/)('33"E4&$.,'10.3"T1&04.,'10".04"6(.$,'$.3"*&661(,"7(1-"BE"N14.+"M)(8'$)*".04",:)"Z.,'10.3"#**1$'.,'10"17"N).$:)(*"17"BE
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